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[Sarasota, Florida] -- Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) has released an online price guide of 
Chinese Panda coins 1974 to date.  
 
The NGC Chinese Modern Coin Price Guide, accessible on NGC’s website, is a comprehensive free 
resource and includes silver, gold, platinum, palladium and bi-metallic Panda coins and medals. Panda 
coin values for more than 640 issues are available, as well as photographs of different issues. Many 
coin prices will be updated regularly. All prices are for NGC-certified coins. 
 
When viewing the NGC Chinese Modern Coin Price Guide for Panda coins, visitors simply click on a 
listing to see current coin prices, images, NGC Census data, variety attributions, and NGC Registry 
points. It's everything you need to know about Panda coin prices and how they relate to the market - all 
on one page. The NGC Chinese Modern Coin Price Guide will soon be updated to include Chinese 
Lunar coins, making the Guide an even more powerful resource. 
 
NGC CEO Steve Eichenbaum comments, “The Chinese Modern Coin Price Guide provides collectors 
and dealers easy access to valuation trends to make better purchasing decisions. This is another free 
resource available to the numismatic community that we are happy to provide.” 
 
The Chinese Modern Coin Price Guide complements the widely praised NGC US Coin Price Guide and 
World Coin Price Guide. Other resources on NGC’s website include NGC Auction Central and NGC 
Coin Explorer supplying everything the numismatic community needs in one place and solidifying the 
NGC website as the number one resource for research tools. 

 
About Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) 

NGC, the world's largest and most respected third-party coin grading service, was founded in 1987. 
From the beginning, NGC has committed itself to developing an impartial, trusted standard of 
consistent and accurate grading. To uphold this commitment, NGC's full-time grading professionals are 
no longer active in the commercial coin marketplace, and are prohibited from buying or selling coins to 
ensure impartiality. As NGC has grown to become the leader in third-party grading services, we have 
maintained a steadfast and uncompromising commitment to this standard. 
 
NGC is a trademark or registered trademark of Numismatic Guaranty Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. All other names 
and marks referenced in this release are the trade names, trademarks, or service marks of their respective owners. 
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